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Topological ordered spaces

YONG-WbON KIM

L. Nachbin [8J published a note concerning topological ordered spaces and studied the

relationship between topologies and ordered structures. In my previous paper [5J it is
observed that every preordered structure has an equivalent topology which is called a
characteristic pseudo-quasi metric topology. Consequently, every topological preordered

s;>8ce (X, T, P), where (X, T) is a topological space and eX, P) is a preordered space
with preordered relation P is considered as a bitopological space. In this paper, the concept
of characteristic pseudo-quasi metrics shall be introduced into topological preordered spaces.
In particular, if the relations of interdependence between the preorder P and the topology

T are given, one can obtain some meaningful results and most of Nachbin's results [8J
can easily be induced as corollaries, and some of them can even be reformed (see (5.4)
and (5.5)).

1. As an introduction to this paper, the following well-known defintions and theorems
shall be presented in addition to a few lemmas which are used in the sequel.

Cl.1) DEFINITION: A pseudo-quasi (or p.q.) metric "d" is said to be characteristic
p.q. (or c.p.q.) iff the range of d is (O,1}.[5J

For each c.p.q. metric "J" there exists the conjugate c.p.q. metric"d" which is defined
as J(x, y) =4(y, x).

NOTATION: Sex, s)= {y : d(x,y)<s, s>O}
§(x,s)={y: !!(x,y)=J(y,x)}
S(x)=S(x,1), §(x)=S(x, 1)

0.2) DEFINITION: Let C be the topology the base of which is Sex, e). C is said to
be the induced topology by J. C is also similarly defned and (X, C, C,) is called a
c.p. q. bitopological space.

The separation axioms for bitopological spaces have been given suitable definitions by

several authors. For instance, Kelly [3J defined "eX, Tu T 2 ) is p-normal iff for each

Tt-closed set A and for each T 2-closed set B disjoint from A, there is a Tt-open set V
containing B and a T 2·open set U disjoint from V containing A", the terms "p-completely
regular", "p-completely normal", "p-regular" and etc. have also been defined in similar
manners and the following theorem has already been well-known.

o. 3) THEOREM:: Let the notation "A=> B" be "A implies B",

b
. l """" {p-perfectlY normal=>p-completely normal =>p-1Wrmal

p. q. ItCPO ogy -/
p-completely regular =>p-regular

where "p" denotes "pairwise" (e.g. "p-regular" stand for "pairwise regular").
0.4) THEOREM: Let (X, C, Q) be a c.p. q. bitopological space

UE:e iff U'E:C. [5J

0.5) DEFINITON: (X, P) is a preordered space X with preorder P, which indicates
the following relations ">" for all x, y, zEX,

(l) x?:.x
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NOTATION:

(2) x72y and y>z implies :c>z.
(3) A preorder P is ordered uf y>x and x~y implies :c=y. [8J
0.6) NOTATION: Let Pd be the relation defined as :c72y iff d(x,y)=O, where "d" is:

B C.P.q. metric and let dp be dp(:C,y)=O iff :c~y and dp(:C,y)=l, otherwise, where
P is a preorder. It has been shown that Pd is a preordred relatio:l and dp is a c. p. q.

metric [5J. The following relation is obvio1.:s:

Pd", =Pu dp =dl' where PI is a preorder and d 1 is a c.p.q. metric.
1'1 d l

0.7) DEFINITION: The graph of a preorder P on X is the subset of the square Xx X
formed by the points (:c,)'), where :c,yEX such that :c~y, and is denoted by Gp. [8]

2. In this chapter 2, a few properties of the characteristic pseudo-quasi bitopologicat
space (X, C, C) shall be discussed.

(2. 1) DEFINITION: Let (X, T, P) be a topological preordered space. P is said to be
dosed uf Gp is closed in TX T.

(2.2) DEFINITION: Let (X, T, P) be a topological preordered space. AcX is said t~

be decreasing, if a<b and bEA imply aEA. BcX is said to be increasing, if a>b and

bEB imply aEB.
D(A)= {y : Jp(x,y)=O or :c>y, :cEA}.
I(A)=(y: f!p(x,y)=O=dp(y,:c) or :c:S;y, :cEA}.

REMARKCi) Consider (X, C, C), where C is the topology which is generated by Jp. If

A is decreasing; A= {b : a>b, aEA} = (b : Jp(a, b)=O, aEA) = USCa). Therefore AEC•
• EA

Similarly, if B is increasing, BEC.

REMARK(ii) It is easy to show the following: D(A) = U S(:c) , and D(A) is the sma-
.reA

llest decreasing set containing A, or the minimum nbhd of A with respect to C. Simil-
arly, leA) is the smallest incresing set containing A, or the minimum nbhd of B with
respect to Co

(2.3) DEFINITION: AcX is convex iff a:S;b<c and a, cEA imply bEA, and (X, T)
is locally convex iff the set of convex nbhds is a base for T.
C(A)=U(S(a)n~(a» is the smallest convex set containing A in {CUe}. Since

.eA

ex, C, C) is a p. q. bitopological space, it enjoys many properties of bitopological spaces
(see (1.3». In particular, every C.open set is a decreasing set, every C-open set is an

increasing set. Furthermore, we have

(2.4) LEMMA: Let eX, C, Q) be a c.p.g. bitopolcgical space. If fEULX (f is C-upper
semi-continuous and C·lower semi-continuous), then f is a both PJ and p',!-increasing
(unction, where d is the c.p.q. metric which generates C.

Proof. Let f he C.upper semi-continuous. Therefore, {y: f(y»a} is a C.closed subset.
Consequently, it is C-open by (1.4), for all aER. Then S(:c)c (z : f(z) > f(:c) =a} EQ.
Therefore, if y>:x, then f(y) > f(:c). On the other hand, consider {y:f(y)<a}. Since
( is Q-Iower semi-continuous, it is Q-closed, and consequetly C-open and

SeX)c{z :f(z)<f(:c)=a}EC,
i.e. y<:c implies f(y)"::;f(:c) and the proof is completed.
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Kelly [3J proved the following theorem:
(2. 5) THEOREM: If (X, T h Ta) is P-normal, then given a Tz-closed set F and a

Tt-closed set H with FnH=rj>, there exists fEULX such that fC:c)==O(xEF), f(x)
:=1 (xEH) , and O<f(x) <1 (xEX).

3. In this chapther, we shall discuss the relationship between the topology and the c.p.q.
topology for a given topological preordered space (X, T, P).

(3. 1) LEMMA: Let (X, T, P) be a topological preordered space and
G= {(:c,y) : d~(:c,y)==O or x~y}.

If G is closed in TXT, then G[x]== {y: (x,y)EG) is closed in T for all xEX.

Proof: Assume that there exists XEX such that G[x] is not closed in T. Let q be 8"

limit point of G(x], and q$.G[x] which implies Cx, q)$.G. Let V and W be any open

sets in T, which contain x and q, respectively. Since WnG[xJ:::"'~, CVXW)nG~~and

(a;, q) is a limit point of G but (x, q) $.G, which is a contradiction. Therefore G[xJ is closed.

(3. 2) LEMMA: Let (X, T, P) be a topological preordered space.
G= {(x,y) : d~(x,y)=O} is closed iff 0-1= {(y,x) : (x,y)EG} is closed.

Proof: Let q=(a,b)EXXX be a limit point of G-l. Then (Wq-q) nO-I =frp, where'
Wq==W.xWb, W a, WbET with aEWa and bEWb• Therefore, there exists (a',b') in

(WaX W b) nG-I, where (a, b)-::f::-(a',b'). Equivalently, (b',a')E(WbX W.)-(b, a), which
implies (b, a) is a limit point of G. If G is closed, (b, a)EG and (a, b) EG-l; cOIiocquen

tly, G-l is closed. The converse is similarly obtained.

(3. 3) THEOREM: Let (X, T, P) be a topological preordered space and (X, C,Q) be

the c.p. q. bitopological space, where C is generated by d~, G the graph of P is closea

in TXT iff CUQeT.

Proof: If G is closed in TXT, then G(.xJ= {y:(x,y)EG} ==S(x) is closed in T for
all xEX by (3.1) and QcT. By (3.2) G is closed iff 0-1 is closed, where G-l= {(x,y}
: (y,x)EG} and G-l[XJ=§(x). By the same discussion CcT. 1'0 show the converse,

assume T=:JCUQ. Let t= (XI'YI) f/.G. Assume (xz,Yz)E(S(XI) X§(Yl)) nG and (XZlY2)

-::f::-rjJ. Since J~ is a p.q. metric J~(XHYl)<J,,(Xaxz)+J~(X2'YZ)+Jp(Y2'Yt). However.
J,,(XI,Yl) =1, because (XuYI) $.G, dp(xz,Yz)==O, since (X2,Yz)EG, furthermore, Jp(XI) xa}

:=0 and G,,(YaY2)==J,,(YzlYl)=O, which is a contradiction, therefore (Xa,Yz)=tP and G'
is closed in TX T.

Now let us consider a non-trivial example, where T is non-discretl'l, both Q and C are
not indiscrete, and C, (JeT.

(3.4) EXAMPLE: Let X be reals and J be defined as J(x,y)=O if 1+[/I/J>y,

1 if 1+LIII J<y, where [I x IJ is the greatest integer function. Let 4 be the conjugate
(lfd. Then C has the base {(-cc,nJ}, n is an integer, while, r; has the base{(n,oc)),
and let T be generated by {(n, n+ I]}.

REMARK: (X,Cp)"::J(X,Cp') iffGpCGh (the graph of Cp', thec.p.q. topology generated
by the pteorder P'), iff the identity funtion 1: CX~ Cp)~(X, Cl') is continuous, or equiva
lently I: (X,P)-..(X, P') is an increasing function. The followihgs have been proved by

~(lChbin (see p.2t> [8J). Here their prools shall be presented in a straightforw-anl
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manner in terms of (X, C, Q) the c.p.q. bitopology.
(3.5) THEOREM: Let (X, T,P) be a topological preordered space. P is closed iff for

every (a,b)$.G (the graph of P) there exist V such that bEVEQ (or increasing nbhd
of b) and W such that aEWCC (or decreasing nbhd of a) with Vn W=~.

Proof: Since P is closed C,QcT, by(3.3). (a,b)$.G implies Jp(a,b)=1 and {j(b,a)

=1. S(a)={y: dp(a,y)=O}EC, ~(b)={y: dpCb,y)=O}EC. If zES(a)n~(b), JpCa,z)
=O={jp(b,z) but dp(a,b)<dp(a,z)+ dp(z,b)=dp(a,z)+4'pcb,z). It is a contradiction,

therfore, Sea) ns.(b)=~. Recall that an element of C and Q is a decreasing and an
increasing set (see the remark, (2.2)), respectively. The converse is trivial and the proof

is completed.

(3.6) THEOREM: Let (X, T, P) be a topological preordered space. If P is closed,
then I(a) and D(a) are closed for all aEX

Proof: Since P is closed, C,QcT and I(a) = (£(a) , D(a) =S(a) ECUQCT, and by
applying(l.4), the proof will be completed. In the process of the proof of the above
theorem (3.6), one can also see the fact that I(a) and D(a) are both open and closed
in T and I(a) nD(a)ET. Therefore, we have the following theorem:

(3.7) THEOREM: Let (X, T, P) be a topological preordered space. If P is closed,

then I(a) and DCa) are both open and closed.
The following is easy to prove:

(3.8) THEOREM: CUQ=T iff T is locally convex.
(3.9) LEMMA: Let (X, C, Q) be a c.p.q. bitopological space. If PJ (the preorder of

C) is orderd, then (X,C,Q) is P-TI{) (refer [4J forP-Tri)

Proof: Since PJ is ordered, a*-b implies either one of the a>b and b"?a is false.
Without loss of generality, assume a"?b is false. If <p*-cES(a)U~(b), then J(a,b)=I,
J(o,c)=O and g(b,c)=J(c,b)=O which is a contradiction of the triangular inequality of

J. Consequently, Sea) n§.(b)=~.

(3. 10) COROLLARY: Let (X, T, P) be a topological ordered space. If P is closed,

then it is Hausdorff.

4. In this chapter, we shall discuss normally preordered spaces.
If C is the c.p.q. topology which is generated by dp, where P is the preorder of a

given topological ordered space (X, T, P), then we have the following: AEQnT iff A<
is closed in Q and T, which is equivalent to say A' is a decreasing and closed set in
(X, T, F). Similarly, BECnT iff B< is increasing and closed. Therefore, the following

Nachbin's definition (p.28[8]) has a version in terms of bitopological spaces.

(4.1) DEFINITION (Nachbin): (X, T,P) is a normally preordered space iff for every

two closed subsets Fo and F I such that FonFI =~, where Fo is decreasing and F I is
increasing, there exist an increasing open set Ao and a decreasing open set Al such that

FlcAll FocAo and AonAl=~.

With the previous remark and the fact that AECUT iff A is a decreasing open set
(see the remark(i) of (2.2)), the above definition is restated as follows:

(4.2) DEFINITION: (X, T, P) is a normally preordered space iff for every TnC-closed
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set Fa and TnG-closed set F, where FonF,=if>, there exist AoETnQ and A,ETnC
such that FoCAo and F,cA, with AonA,=if> or simply, (X,TnC,TnQ) is p-norma!.

By considering (2.4) and (2. 5), one can easily ob~ain the following which has been

proved by Nachbin (p.30, [8J) for the first time, as corollary to the theorem (2.5):

(4.3) COROLLARY: (X, T,P) is normally preordered iff for any disjoint closed sets
Fa and F, where Fa is decreasing and F, is in,'reasing, there exists a continuous incr
easing function f such that f(Fo) =0, f(F,)=1 and O<f(x)<I.

Proof: By (2.5), there exists fEULX in (X, CnT, gnT), with the properties

contained in the theorem (2.5). Since T:::)(Cn T) U(Gn T), f is continuous. Moreover,

by (2.4), f is also an increasing function.
By the same method, the generalized Tieze's extension theorem which has been shown

by Lane [6J will be applied to ob~ain a similar result. However, the reult is omitted.
Now let us consider compact ordered spaces, which have been defined by Nachbin as

in the fallowing:
(4.4) DEFINITION: (X, T, P) is a compact ordered space iff (X, T) is compact and

Gp is closed.
(4.5) LEMMA: If (X, T, P) is a compad ordered space, then it is a Hausdorff space.

Proof: See (3.10).

It is easy to see T:::)C U(', if (X, T, P) is a compact ordered space. In fact, the follo

wing shows that T=CU('.
(4. 6) THEOREM: If (X, T, P) is a compact ordered space, then T=C UQ.
Proof: Since Gp is closed, T:::)CUQ. Let K be a closed subset in T. The compactness

of (X, T) implies that any closed subset KcX is a compact subset. By (3.9) (X, C, Q)
is P-T,t. Therefore, for each bEK, and aft:K, there exist either disjoint Sea) and §(b) or

disjoint Sea) and S(b). The compactness of K implies that K is closed in {CUg} and

that CUQ:::)T.

From the fact that (X,C,(2) is P-T,t and the compactness of (X, T) and by using a

me:hod similar to the ab:.>Ve proof, we can easily ob~ain the following corollary:

(4.7) COROLLARY: Let (X, T, P) be a compact ordered space. If F o, FlcX ar.e clo

sed sets such that XO~Xl is false for any xoEFo and x,EF" then there e:JYist a decrea

sing open set Vo and an increasing open set VI such that Foc Vo, F ,C VI and Von VI =if>.

(4.8) COROLLARY: every compact ordered space is normally ordered:

Proof: See 0.3) and (4.6).

5.
(5.1) DEFINITION(Nachbin[8J): (X, T, P) is uniformizable iff {l) for a€,:X and

VET such that aEV, there exist f,g, where f is increasing and g is decreasing with

o::;:f(x) <1, OS:g(x) <1, f(a)=l=g(a), and inf(f(x), g(x))=O if xEV: (2) if

a, bEX and as,b is false, then there exists a continuous increas~ function f on X such

that·f(a»f(b).

With the ab~ve definition, he showed that such a uniformizable space has as a sublmse
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..a set of all decretUling and increasing sets (Proposition 6. p. 5S, [8J). What he Iltates is
-"'Let (X, T, P) be a uniformizable preordered space. Then the preorder i~ clo~, and
the set formed by open decreasing and the open increasing subset is an open subbal;le".

The theorem is eBSentially the same as saying (X, {CUQ,P)=(X, T,P), whenever the
conditions are given. Now recall 0.3) and the definition of P.completely regular. Then

the following is trivial:

(5.2) CoROLLARY: The topology of every uniform preordered SPfUe is locqJly

.cont>'ex.
(5.3) COROLLARY: Every compact ordered space is a uniform ordered space

See (4.6) for the pr.:>of.
The following are reformed theorems of Nachbin's results (Proposition 12, p.76 and

propostion 14, p. 84 [8J)
(5.4) THEOREM: A topological Abelian group X, with preorder P is a uniform pre

ordered space iff for every nbhd A of the element 0, there exists another nbhd B
such that O<x:S;yEB implies xEA.

Proof: Since the condition is equivalent to say that X is locally convex, by (3.8) and
the remark of (5.1), th~ resalt is trivial.

Nachbin had another condition beside the above that the set M of the positive elements
of X be closed. However, refering to (3.8) and (3.3) it can be deleted. By the same
reascm, one obtains the next theorem deleting one condition from the Nachbin's theorem.

(5.5) THEOREM: Let X be a locally convex vector space (in the usual vector sense)
with preorder P. The nbhd of every point which is convex both in the sense of pre

_order and in the vector sense forms a base iff for any nbhd A of 0 there exists a nbhd

B such that O:S;x:S;yEB implies xEA.

Proof; Let UcX be a convex subset in the vector sense and

CCU)= {y :yES(xI ) nS(xz), x;EU}.

-We need the following 3 steps to complete the proof.
(i) C(U) is a convex set in the vector sense.

For. let a, bEC(U) and c=ta+ (l-t)b, O<t<l. Then, aES(al)n§(az) (or equi

valently az:S;a:S;al)' and bES(bl) n§(bz), where au az, bl, bzEU. Consider cl=tal+ (I-t)bl
and cz=taz+(I-t)bz. Then cllczEU, because U is a convex set in the vector sense and
41>C>CZ implies CES(CI) n§(Cz)EC(U).

(ii) The nbhds of every point which is convex in the sense of preorder form a bas~

(see (5.4».

(iii) Let A be an arbitrary nbhd of o. By eii) S(O) nS(O)cA. Since X is convex in
the vector sense, there exists a vector convex nbhd K such that

OEKcS(O) n~(O)EA
.consider C(K)=U S(aj) n.§(az)=S(O) nS(O)cA. By (i), CCK) is convex in the

a.E~

-vector sense and the pr()Of is C'JOftlPleted.
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